
 

 
Last Patch Limestone Repair Kit 

Instructions 

This versatile UV stable patching kit is ideal for repairing chips, cracks, broken off corners with 
porous natural stone similar to limestone. Great for exterior use and will setup fast with the addition 
of the accelerator. When unexpected chips occur at the jobsite or in shipping, this repair kit will 
enable you to proceed with your stone installation. 

Kit Includes: 3– 4oz containers of Last Patch Limestone( Buff, Cream and Gray) with 
hardener, 1– .5 oz Last Patch Accelerator, 1– 80 grit flap sanding disc, mix sticks, mix 
cups, 1– pair of gloves,  and dispensing key for part B tubes. Instructions included on 
repair options and techniques. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: 
Step 1). The Last Patch Limestone Repair kit has 3 standard Part A colors. A color chart is available on 
our web-site at https://bonstone.com/files/2713/6422/4874/Last_Patch_Color_chart.pdf This chart will give you a 
better starting point for which color to use in a inconspicuous mock-up area or a test mix on a board. 
The finished color will lighten up when sanded and thus removes the glossy finish.     
 
Step 2). Once you have determined the color to use, simply scoop a spoon full of Part A color into the 
enclosed mix cup and squeeze out a small amount of the tube of Part B ( Last Patch Flowing) into cup 
creating a thick mortar-like consistency. Mix 7 parts A with 1 part B- If the mix is too “soupy” just add 
more part A. Mix for 30 seconds and apply to substrate– set time will range depending on temperature 
( 45 min to 2hrs roughly). For faster set times add several drops of the Accelerator to the mix. 
 
Step 3). Once the mixed material is hard to the touch, you can sand the material flush to the surface of 
your stone using the 80 grit sanding disc enclosed. Prime your sanding disc on a spare piece of dry 
stone if needed. If the sanding disc gums up—your patch is not cured or set up yet– wait and try again. 
 
Step 4). If the color is slightly off there are several things to adjust the mix; you can mix the Part A colors 
together to slightly change your tone or add iron oxide powdered tints to adjust the color. 
https://bonstone.com/products/last-patch-powdered-tints/ 
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